1. Encrypt the message “Never take life seriously. Nobody gets out alive anyway.” using the mono-alphabetic substitution with keyword “bigger” and key letter “t”.

2. You intercept the following message sent by Alice to Bob:

IOIA AUXC XSHK TXBI JJII JIFF IHIN XHUQ KTXU ALXU HIWZ XSKJ IPDV ADVE KDBD HHDO

Through your extensive network of spies you know the following information: Alice always sends Bob messages enciphered with mono-alphabetic substitution with a four-letter keyword. Also you know that tomorrow Alice has decided to have a meeting with Bob by mississippi river. The only problem is that you don’t know when.

(a) Discover when Alice is planning to meet Bob.
(b) Roughly where are they meeting?
(c) Discover what her key word was used so that you can break more of her codes.

3. Encrypt the message “These pretzels are making me thirsty” with Vigenere with keyword “sock”.

4. Break this ciphertext that was enciphered using Vigenere with a two letter keyword (the keyword will not necessarily be a real dictionary word):

QO CO CO HO GS UI AZ DT EC IO HG XI B

given that “bananas” appears in it.

5. For each of the following decide if \( a \mid c \). Make sure to explain your answer.

(a) \( a = 4666, c = 39423034 \)
(b) \( a = 4439, c = 37474045 \).

6. Use the vigenere applet at

http://math.ucsd.edu/~crypto/java/EARLYCIPHERS/Vigenere.html.

Choose a random ciphertext and try to break it. Write down the keyword. This might not work since they have change Java security. You might look at this and see if you can get it to work:


If it doesn’t work don’t worry about it just write that you couldn’t get it to work. I’ll continue to work on figuring out a workaround.
7. Suppose you had a computer that could attempted to apply a mono-alphabetic substitution and see if the result was English at the rate of 10,000 per second.
   (a) How long would it take to try all possible mono-alphabetic substitution keys? Convert your answer to a reasonable unit.
   (b) What if the method of a key word (for some dictionary) and key letter were used? How long would it take to try all possibilities in this case? (I will accept any reasonable estimate for the approximate number of words in a dictionary that you can find online.)
   (c) Explain why IT people tell you not to use dictionary words for your password.

8. Find the following places on campus and take a picture of yourself there and send it to me.
   (a) A workout room or swimming pool on campus.
   (b) An advanced mathematics book of your choice in the library.